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Elementary Web Sites
- Darcy Qual -

Podcasts for BeginnersEverything you want to know and
more about using Podcasts in your
classroom
- Jessica Nordness -

STEAM Travel without the Field
Trip Migraine - Elementary Grades
- Tami Moehring -

Using Code.org in the Primary
Classroom
- Kristin Daniels -

The New Google Sites -- For Teacher and Student
Websites
- Zach Close -

15 Freasy (Free and Easy) Tools for
every subject
- Patrick Morrow -

Digital Citizenship 101
- Garrick Grace -

Synergy Tips & Tricks for Teachers
- Dihanna Fedder -

Reading and STEM: Using
Technology to Bridge the Gap
- Matt Nupen -

Google Expeditions Tool Kits
- Ryan Semans -

This session will show you how to use
tech in the STEM classroom to engage
students in reading in the content area in
authentic ways.

Google Expeditions offers stunning field
trips without leaving school. Have you
ever taught a science lesson on animal
adaptations and wished you could show
something more compelling than a
photograph or labeled diagram in a
textbook? Study Coral Reefs, Travel to
Egypt, Rome, National Monuments or
even Space.

Break

Break

Break

Break

Seesaw on Chromebooks
- Sara Edwards -

Online Assessments for All Ages
- Dihanna Fedder -

Blending Science Class: SelfPaced STEM
- Matt Nupen -

Google Expeditions Tool Kits
- Ryan Semans -

Incorporating "Robotics" into a
STEM curriculum
- John Almos -

Seesaw is an engaging learning journal
for the classroom that you and your
students will love!

Review different methods of using tech to
engage your students in user-friendly
assessments! Good for all ages and
ability levels!

This session will teach you how blended
learning can be brought into the STEM
classroom using technology.

Google Expeditions offers stunning field
trips without leaving school. Have you
ever taught a science lesson on animal
adaptations and wished you could show
something more compelling than a
photograph or labeled diagram in a
textbook? Study Coral Reefs, Travel to
Egypt, Rome, National Monuments or
even Space.

Industrial Tech Room

9:40 - 10:30

10:30-10:40

First session will be Elementary Web
Sites (Language Arts and Math). Second
session Elementary Apps

This training will show educators how to
record audio, upload Podcasts onto a
platform, and structure recordings to show
student learning.

Educators will discover how CILC can
bring Virtual Field Trip opportunities into
the classroom without the hassle of a
physical field trip.

Break

Break
Ozobots in the classroom
- Pete Balmer -

10:40 - 11:30

Looking for some great tools for both you
and your students to create with? Come
check out this high energy, rapid-fire look
Our students know how to use
In this session I will feature the Top 10
at fifteen of the the most powerful tools
technology, but do they know how to
ways to use Synergy as a classroom
and extensions for building digital content effectively? During this session I will share teacher to keep you and your students on
and engaging students. Bring your
resources and tips to help.
track!
chromebook - you'll definately want to
play!

Learn how to set up a classroom account,
explore online AND unplugged lessons
and get hands on with code.org!

Google has revamped the look and feel of Sites. We will learn
how to work in this space and create the perfect page for your
purposes.

Break

Break

Break

Break

Breakout EDU - Let's get digital
- Josh Franklin -

WeVideo and Creative Media
Projects
- Kristin Daniels -

Dip your toes in Drive and Gmail

Tracking Student Progress (on
steroids)
- Patrick Morrow -

I will introduce what Ozobots are and how In this session teachers will explore digital
I use them in computer class and how you Breakout games and will create their very
could use them in the "regular" classroom.
own digital Breakout!

WeVideo is a cloud-based, video editing
platform that integrates with G-Suite for
Education (Google Apps). Come check it
out!

Very beginner look at Drive and Gmail. We will have challenges
in these spaces and a Q&A at the end. Must have a Gmail and
your PW to get in

Break

Incorporating "Robotics" into a
STEM curriculum
- John Almos -

We will focus on enhancing a STEM
curriculum through the teaching of
Robotics. Examples of robots and handson lessons will be shown
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Explain Everything
- Megan Nelson -

Suicide Prevention Best Practies
- Howard Armstrong -

STEAM Travel without the Field
Trip Migraine - Middle & High
School Grades
- Tami Moehring -

Google Expeditions with iPads
- Rob Swanson -

Google Arts & Culture and Smithsonian Learning Lab:
Priceless Collections for Free Target
- Mary Mehsikomer -

Google Lit Trips on Chromebooks
- Patrick Morrow & Kristin Daniels -

Digital Citizenship 101
- Garrick Grace -

SuperQuiz - Standards-Based
Assessment Made Easy!
- Jackie Stevens -

Making Videos Relevant in Your
Classroom with EdPuzzle
- Kelly Fairchild-Fahrni -

Google Expeditions Tool Kits
- Playground -

Meets CEU requirements for Suicide
Prevention training

Educators will discover how CILC can
bring Virtual Field Trip opportunities into
the classroom without the hassle of a
physical field trip.

This session will focus on Google
Expeditions using iPads, enabling
teachers to bring students on virtual trips
w/o additional technology.

Participants will learn about how Google Arts and Culture and the
Smithsonian Learning Lab can be used to build classroom
collections of artifacts, video, and tools to help teachers and
student curate learning materials. These resources are free and
can be used in any content area. Attendees will also receive
access to the presenter's list of favorite free and fabulous
resources for teaching and

Our students know how to use
technology, but do they know how to
effectively? During this session I will share
resources and tips to help.

Learn the many facets of the SuperQuiz
Google add-on! For standards-based
quizzes, common assessments, specific
feedback, and WAY MORE!

EdPuzzle-free online resource allowing
you to clip videos, embed essay/multiple
choice questions-students can
watch/answer independently.

Google Expeditions offers stunning field
trips without leaving school. Have you
ever taught a science lesson on animal
adaptations and wished you could show
something more compelling than a
photograph or labeled diagram in a
textbook? Study Coral Reefs, Travel to
Egypt, Rome, National Monuments or
even Space.
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Elementary Apps
- Darcy Qual -

Key Warning Signs for Early-Onset
Mental Illness in Children and
Adolescents
- Howard Armstrong -

How to be a master of adaptability
in the ITV classroom.
- Lisa Hodena -

Digital Connections in Your
Classroom
Mary Jo Vickers

Free and Fabulous Online Resources for Teaching &
Learning
- Mary Mehsikomer -

15 Freasy (Free and Easy) Tools for
every subject
- Patrick Morrow -

Seesaw on iPads
- Sara Edwards -

A to Z: Techniques to Leverage
Learning
- Dihanna Fedder -

Google Classroom
- Rob Swanson -

Google Expeditions Tool Kits
- Playgound -

Room NOT Available

Google Expeditions offers stunning field
trips without leaving school. Have you
ever taught a science lesson on animal
adaptations and wished you could show
something more compelling than a
photograph or labeled diagram in a
textbook? Study Coral Reefs, Travel to
Egypt, Rome, National Monuments or
even Space.

X

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Industrial Tech Room

12:45 - 1:35

Explain Everything is a great tool to use
with your iPad. Create videos and help
students really visualize your lesson.

1:35 - 1:45
1:45 - 2:35

2:40 - 3:00

Need description

Meets CEU requirements for Early-Onset
Mental Illness in Children and
Adolescents

Ideas to help make the ITV classroom
manageable and create a sense of
community across school sites.

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Closing Campfire & Prizes

There are banks of resources on the Internet that are
purposefully designed for use by educators at every level for
Looking for some great tools for both you
teaching and learning. These resources cannot be found with just and your students to create with? Come
a Google search. Participants in this workshop will learn about
check out this high energy, rapid-fire look
several resource banks dedicated to teaching and learning for all
at fifteen of the the most powerful tools
ages, all content levels, and various learning styles. Resources and extensions for building digital content
from respected institutions such as the Library of Congress and
and engaging students. Bring your
Smithsonian Institution are only some of the riches that will be
chromebook - you'll definately want to
uncovered. People will leave the session with a treasure chest of
play!
new tools and ideas for how to use them with students.

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Seesaw is an engaging learning journal
for the classroom that you and your
students will love!

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Google Classroom is a blended learning
platform for schools that aims to simplify
creating, distributing and grading
assignments in a paperless way.

An A to Z collection of Add Ons,
Websites, & Extensions that will increase
engagement, improve teacher productivity Learn the basics about Google Classroom
set-up, sharing documents with students,
and leverage learning.
and collecting documents from
students….all without annoying emails or
having to change share settings.

Closing Campfire & Prizes

Closing Campfire & Prizes

FIRST ROBOTICS - What is FIRST
ROBOTICS and how do I start a
robotics team at my school?
- John Almos -

This session will focus on the many
aspects of starting a FIRST Robotics
team. Everything from funding,
organizing, and student involvement

